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Holiday Party 2017 								Compiled by Sara Langan

Joyce and Gerry Kelly, who volunteered for the Welcome Committee in Madison to get to know people.

Justin Steel moved to the Towers in July with wife Seema and
daughters Jaya and Joy.

Benson, Suzie and Andrew Lee find American Plaza convenient
for Suzie, who owns a hair salon at 1st and Oak, and for Andrew,
who attends PSU.

New residents Jim Moiso and Lea Lawrence-Moiso downsized
from a 1929 house in NE Portland and wanted the adventure
of living downtown.

Sonia Landi (right) did some research in the neighborhood and
liked the location—before she saw the pool and fell in love
with the place. With Sonia: Her son Ireneo and Jenne Deras.

Sara Langan and Kim Rosenberg met as early morning swimmers. Sara is active on the Communications Committee and
Kim, a financial life planner, loves living a block from her office.
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Move-Ins and Move-Outs
Nov & Dec 2017; Jan & Feb 2018
FAREWELL

Lincoln: Lauren Dees. Luciano Brito. Kevin Brady.
Grant:
Mike Lay
Madison: None
FROM TOWER TO TOWER

From Madison to Lincoln: Sherri Dunihoo.
WELCOME

Lincoln: Peter Smith and Leslie Yosef
Grant:
Robert and Lorri Myers. Frances Putnam.
John and Susan Thomas.
Madison: Christine Corral, David Kulacz & Thaddius
Marti. Mary & Tom Warren.
A Note to Newcomers…

Each Tower has greeters ready to help you settle in and
get to know American Plaza. If you haven’t received a call
or a visit yet, please contact the greeter(s) for your tower.
They’re here to help you in any way they can.
Lincoln—Lynne Hartshorn: 503.224.5171, and
Charlene Jones: 701.204.5036
Grant—Rosemary Hutchinson: 503.642.5915
Madison—Joyce & Jerry Kelly: 503.248.6901
Also watch for postings regarding “Newcomer
Night” gatherings, which are generally held every three
months. The contact for this event is Becky Branson at
971.235.4940.

A Newcomer’s How and Where
to Take Visitors
My husband and I moved to Portland in October 2016.
One of the reasons we relocated from Evansville, Indiana, to Portland was to live in a place that did not
require driving for every task. In Portland, we found the
public transportation easy, convenient, and economical.
During previous visits, we became familiar with TriMet.
We discovered the website that allowed trip planning
and the ability to text to find out when the next bus
would arrive at a specific bus stop.
Since arriving in Portland, we have continued to
use and learn about TriMet. With numerous visitors
(they did not come to visit in Indiana), we found public transportation the easiest way to visit sites in Portland. People we met at American Plaza told us about
the downtown city pass for honored citizens. It covers
all transportation in the area defined by the Willamette
River, I-405, and Irving Ave. We purchased our passes
for $10 for 2 years.
When the Hop card came out, we purchased our
cards for $3. It is quick and easy. We use them for locations outside the area covered by the downtown pass.
We have them registered on-line so we can keep track
of our charges and can add money to them when necessary. There is also an automatic reload feature that can
be activated when the funds are depleted so money will
be added to the Hop card via a registered credit card.
We purchased additional cards for adults and honored
citizens to have for our visitors so we did not have to
worry about purchasing daily tickets. The cards will
charge the most economical rate by automatically tracking the card usage. The Hop cards can be purchased at
the TriMet office in Pioneer Square or at many merchants, including Safeway, Fred Meyer and Albertson’s.
Armed with the Hop cards, we have taken visitors
to Washington Park, the Rhododendron Gardens, multiple restaurants, downtown, and the airport. The trip
planner on TriMet is convenient for planning. Google
maps will also give you the route via trains, buses or
streetcar to get to your destination. You can also use
the TriMet app on your cell phone (although I prefer to
use my computer).
In the next issue of Tower Talk Quarterly I will highlight some specific routes for places of interest. In the
meantime, happy riding!
—Jeanne Barnett

—Compiled by Barb Fagerstrom
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MEET YOUR NEIGHBOR:

Don Stastny (Madison Resident)
I don’t have answers; I just have a lot of wonders.
Donald J. Stastny has been a practicing architect, urban
designer, and process innovator for forty years, rebuilding communities, physically and culturally, locally, nationally and internationally.
Several local projects include a Design Competition creating Portland’s acclaimed Pioneer Courthouse
Square. Don was the lead designer for Tualatin Commons and the Round at Beaverton Central, and has created planning processes ranging from the Central City
Plan for Portland to plans for Vancouver WA, Gresham,
Oregon City, Tualatin, Tigard and Beaverton downtowns.
With Native American tribes and bands in Oregon,
he has listened and collaborated with the people to create The Museum at Warm Springs, the Native American Student and Community Center at Portland State
University, and the Native American Longhouse at
Lane Community College.
Don, your career has led you all over the world,
transforming boundaries, as your resumé states it.
What brought you to decide to live in our Towers?

Jan and I moved to Portland in 1973 from Seattle. For
both of us, it was a return to Oregon. We renovated a
house on NW Westover where we lived for 28 years. In
2000, we decided to build a cabin at Cannon Beach and
determined we did not want to maintain two houses,
leading to creating a “headquarters” condo in Portland.
Since I was involved in architecture and development, I
was knowledgeable about what was going on with development in the Pearl, as well as the quality of construction that was being built.
We realized that the construction quality of American Plaza exceeded most of what was being built in the
Pearl and the cost of buying in the Pearl was rapidly increasing from a minimum of $350/foot and moving to
over $400/foot. Not only were we able to realize more
square footage, we were able to acquire and completely remodel our unit for about $215/foot—and we’re the
beneficiary of a well-constructed complex. Our move
to Madison Tower coincided roughly with 9/11. In fact,
I was working in the embassy in Beijing when the first
plane hit the World Trade Center. Our move was delayed until I could return to the country after the borders were reopened.

As a practicing architect and urban designer, what
is your professional opinion about the quality of
our Towers?

The first two towers were built before we came back to
Portland, but I was knowledgeable about the construction of Madison as a firm I had worked for had made a
proposal for the design services for Madison. The construction is an architecture that historians label “brutalist”—which really means that the structure of the
building is expressed in the form of the building. While
the brutalist approach is no longer in vogue, there are a
great number of buildings throughout the United States
and Europe that were realized under this philosophy.
And, as you would expect, concrete is usually the major
building component of brutalist architecture. Inherent
in construction of this type is a very honest and structurally sound expression of architecture. I believe that
many of the initiatives that have surfaced regarding the
towers result from not understanding the architecture
and wanting it to be changed into something it isn’t.
Technology evolves, but in the case of American Plaza,
the basic building block is still concrete with window
technologies that are appropriate for the type of building it is. What bothers me most is that realtors are undervaluing our homes when it come to sales. Their goal,
of course, is to make the sale—therefore, they set the
prices below what real value should be. I believe that
there should not be a unit in the complex that sells for
cont. on next page
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Continued

New Fitness Class

under $400/foot based on prices across the city—and we, as homeowners in American Plaza, should demand that our units reflect their
value when they are put up for sale. I wonder if we have the fortitude
to ask for what out units are worth?
How has the sense of community changed in the Towers since
2000?

Now, it’s who we see in the elevator—30 second conversations. Because of our situation at the beach and my extensive travel, we don’t
get involved in Tower activities as much as we should, and as some
people do. Unless there’s a board meeting that I need to attend. I
think one thing that has changed over the past 17 years is that the
sense of community and neighborliness seems to have really gone
away. I think that’s reflective of what we are seeing nationally, politically, and socially, a sense of divisiveness.
How would you propose we could strengthen our community
in the Towers?

I think that we, as a community, should have the say in what we
want. This requires transparency and integrity in decisions made by
the board—and consultation with the residents. The Garage Task
Force has taken a very professional and rigorous approach to the
analysis of problems and solutions and will be proposing how to proceed based on the value received for dollars spent. Maybe this can
be a model for other projects in the future.
What would you like to see for the Towers’ future?

We need to tear down barriers and weave a fabric of our community
that represents the values of those who live here. In my own work
throughout the nation, we strive to create “common ground”—a
place that is mutually owned and where everyone can come together individually and collectively to share opinions and beliefs—and
where all voices are heard and valued. Is “common ground” a physical place, like a living room or outdoor gathering space? Maybe so,
and maybe not. I wonder if it is more a state of mind…
—Susan Nunnery & Linny Stovall

A new fitness class started February
16th: “Stretch and Strengthen Using a
Chair.” It is offered to residents who
have injuries or conditions that prevent
them from participating in other classes. Many exercises can be adapted for
a seated mode. The chair can also be
used to steady those who wish to stand.
Participants can choose the method
they feel is most beneficial. This activity is non-competitive. Each participant
will work at his/her own level.
The class will be led by our yoga instructor, Karle Wagner, who is nationally certified.
Cost: $80 for a 10-class card, or $10
as a drop-in.
The class will meet every Friday at
9:30am in the Board Room
Other fitness classes offered:
Tai Chi for Balance
Tues: 2:30pm. Thurs: 10:15am
Yoga—Tues & Thurs: 8:30am
Strength & Conditioning
Mon & Wed: 9:30am. Sat: 8:30am
Water Exercise—Friday: 11:00am
All classes meet in Sivers Center. Fees
apply.
Exercise Facilities
The Lincoln Health Club—
Lincoln 2B. Open 24 hours
daily
Sivers Center Exercise Room
Open daily from 5:00am to
Midnight
Sivers Center Pool

Open daily from 5:00am to Midnight.
Closed for cleaning Tuesday &
Thursday 10:30am to 11:30am.
Winter Wonderland February 21st

Contributed by Barb Fagerstrom

—Compiled by Barb Fagerstrom
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A Trip to Oregon’s Big Sky Country

September 2017
We were in the midst of getting new pipes with furniture sheet-draped, paintings
removed from the walls, washer and dryer ensconced in the living room, the place
a mess. A trip to the far southwest corner of Oregon was called for. We headed
towards Hart Mountain, Malheur Wildlife Refuge and the Steens Mountain for
scenery, wildlife, and geological marvels.
First stop Eugene, there to meet Jane, a long-time friend and member of the
Obsidians, a hiking and climbing group. For more than 40 years she has led trips to
and through Oregon’s wild and beautiful scenic wonders. Just the guide we needed.
Sunday night at Summer Lake Hot Springs, and a wonderfully relaxing soak in
the hot springs outside our comfortable, quirky house. Breakfast at Paisley, a few
miles further south on Oregon Hwy 31. The restaurant/bar there is enhanced by
an enormous and priceless “Brunswick” mahogany bar that came around the Horn
from Boston in the late 1800’s.
Monday afternoon we drove to Hart Mountain and the National Antelope Reserve. It was a gravel road—rough, dusty, washboard. Our Prius felt as if it would
come apart. So, driving the fifty or so miles at 15-20 MPH, no bolts fell off and
we got through to the dry bed of Flook Lake. There we parked the Prius for a
five-mile, off road trip in Jane’s 4-wheel drive Subaru, heading across the lakebed
toward some ancient Indian petroglyphs. When the car could go no further, we
proceeded on foot, in the hot sun through an area covered with sagebrush and
rocks on a sort-of trail. Jane described this jaunt as a short hike. Short needs a better definition. Thanks to Jane’s experience as a guide, hiking sticks and some hairy
moments, we got back to the Prius three hours later and headed toward Diamond
and the Diamond Hotel.
We loved the Diamond Hotel. Reservations must be made far in advance because there are only eight rooms and two small cottages. It fills up quickly, especially during spring migration.
The next morning after breakfast and coffee, it was out the door with our box
lunch to the Diamond Craters. Twenty-three square miles of basaltic volcanism
showing craters, cinder cones and more, an entire range of eruptions, an amazing
geological gem.
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Then on to the Malheur Wildlife
Refuge. Most of the birds had already
headed south, but waterfowl were
still swimming around and mule deer
showed us their big ears above the foliage. Turkey vultures were most interesting to watch in the late afternoon,
as they argued and shoved for the best
spot on a metal tower. At some silent
signal, they all took off and went to
sleep in nearby cottonwood trees.
We also enjoyed seeing the famous
Round Barn, which was built to enable
horse training during winter’s heavy
snows. It’s 63-feet in diameter with a
2-ft thick wall of stone and 130 yearold juniper and ponderosa pine. And
speaking of horses, we were delighted
to see three real cowboys on horseback, moving a herd of cattle to a new
field. Git along, little dogies!
But what about the Steens? Rain and
wind at the base, but snow wind and
drifts farther up. The road to the top
was closed by midday. So we decided
instead to drive to the east side of the
Steens, where the face of the mountain
is an abrupt drop-off. Sitting in the sun,
looking at the Alvord Desert on one
side and the snow falling on the top of
the Steens on the other, we knew we
were in a unique area, one that called
for another trip, including a hike to the
top of the Steens.
For more information:
ht t p s: // w w w.t r ip ad v is o r.c o m /
Hotel _ Re v iew-g52 013 - d125324 Reviews-Summer_Lake_Hot_SpringsPaisley_Oregon.html
https://www.fws.gov/refuge/hart_
mountain/
ht t p s: // w w w.t r ip ad v is o r.c o m /
H o t e l _ R e v i e w- g 518 41- d 8112 2 Reviews-Hotel_Diamond-Diamond_
Oregon.html
ht t p s: //en.w ik ip ed ia.or g /w ik i /
Malheur_National_Wildlife_Refuge
ht t p s: //en.w ik ip ed ia.or g /w ik i /
Steens_Mountain
—Mary Ann Wish

First & last tangos in Paris (and other places)
I’ve long wished that I’d been able to
travel out of North America when I
was really young. I could see the impact on friends who did, and Linny’s
experiences in Europe as a student
convinced me of what I’d missed.
I’ve tried to make up for it, but,
hey, I’m not as fast and I don’t sleep
rough and I need to take meds and
sleep in the proper order. The reasons it didn’t happen for me in my
youth made sense—certainly at the
time—but the rearview mirror reveals missed opportunities. When
our grandson, Akira, was graduated last June from high school and
turned 18, Linny and I had a chance
to rock his boat with a complete surprise: ten days in Paris. Of course,
it was with us. Fortunately, he likes
that. He also likes jazz and museums, plus he’s a martial arts black
belt.
I think Paris blew his mind, and
it sure stimulated ours in new ways.
We were seeing a fairly familiar place
through his eyes and we let him lead
whenever we could. That actually
didn’t happen immediately, and the
route to him becoming independent
in this new place was fun to watch.
Linny had researched some special
events; otherwise, we’d lay out options.
Our apartment was on Boulevard
de Ménilmontan, across from Père
Lachaise Cemetery—where Jim
Morrison, Mondrian, Oscar Wilde, Abelard & Heloise, Èdith Piaf
(between her husband and her lover), Oscar Wilde, Proust, ‘dColette,
Chopin, and other notables rest with
many whose stories are obscured or
forgotten. Akira didn’t know these
strangers we regarded so highly after death, but it was still a fascinating park to walk through on the way
to petit dejuneur.

We’d begun his training the first
morning. We directed him back to
our Metro stop and told him that
he’d find at least one boulangerie
near there where he could use his
fresh Euros to buy a baguette, croissants, et mon pain au chocolat. Linny supplied the French he’d need,
instructing him to simply smile and
point if he forgot, and he headed
into a sunny Paris morning in a busy
neighborhood.
By the time he returned, we had
the espresso and a few pieces of fruit
ready. The apartment was an unexpected treat—and a lesson in cultural breadth that Akira picked up on
immediately. It’s owned by a French
Cultural Attache who is working in
China. The walls were covered with
art. Every room had at least one
large, crammed bookcase reaching the rafters. The genres and topics were wide-ranging, with depth
in several quite different languages.
The art and music displayed even
greater range.
The only things that had been ignored were culinary. The kitchen
sucked. In Paris. Maybe he eats out.
Otherwise, the place was a superb
base that we launched from each
morning. Our first foray was into
the adjacent Belleville neighborhood, where the enormous street
market was in full swing. We wanted
to stock the apartment for the week.
It was a vibrant, hectic bi-weekly
bazar that’s endured there for centuries; we got what we wanted other
than wanting to sample more from
this multiethnic bonanza. We would
return.
We stashed our goodies and headed for a street lauded for its street
art, a.k.a. graffiti. Rue Denoyez is
only a couple of blocks long—more
une allée than une rue, but every ac-

cessible surface has been painted.
We noticed that there was a lot of
respect shown the best works, which
weren’t tagged or covered for another try, even after newer work grew
around them. There were motifs we
later noticed elsewhere, and there
were some stunning pieces of temporary art. There were also plenty
of “attempts at art” that missed and
won’t be missed. Meanwhile, the
Belleville neighborhood has long
commissioned enormous murals on
the blank walls of taller buildings.
Having made these excursions,
we repaired to a cafe where we introduced Akira to the economy of
the stand-up coffee bar. By then jet
lag had tagged all of us. We made a
day of it and put together a simple
meal before crashing.
The rest of the days were packed.
Akira became a master of the Metro. We took in the final day of a
special Van Gogh exhibition followed by neighborhood walks and
a canal boat ride under the Bastille
to the Seine. We walked the islands
in the Seine, took in the cathedrals,
saturated ourselves with history and
art in the Louvre. We wandered
the neighborhoods around the Sorbonne and the Roman Arena. From
the hilltops, we took in the panorama of the city with the Eiffel Tower below. We visited a famous taxidermy shop where Akira bought a
beautiful mounted butterfly for a
friend. We followed Akira to the
city’s outskirts to watch him practice his martial arts.
After a few days, he had gone
from aloofness to full engagement.
He even tried to protect us from
ourselves, warning us about looking
too much like old American tourists,
checking for traffic at intersections,
and exhibiting “situational awarecont. on next page
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In Memoriam
Alice Chase—Oct 30 at age 104
At the time of her death, Alice was
thought to be the longest residing Towers resident. She moved into Grant 224
in 1975, when there was an unobstructed
view of Mt. St. Helens, and lived there
for the next 42 years. She was the “Meet
Your Neighbor” in the November 2017
issue of Tower Talk Quarterly, which
came out several days after her death. It’s
a moving tribute to her life and her times;
you may want to read it again.

First & last tangos in Paris (cont. from page 7)
ness.” He’d seen enough of the city center to be oriented. The
Metro map now made sense. The trip had been transformative.
He’d experienced enough to want more, and we’re pretty sure
that if we’d had him there another week, he’d be there still. Heck,
we’re tempted ourselves.
When we put him on a plane back to Portland, Linny and I
spent several more days together there before taking trains to
Rome and a bus to Umbria, where we spent two weeks drawing.
We polished off the trip with a long week in Marseille, which we
loved. Photos of the whole trip plus others are viewable at:
https://stovall.myportfolio.com/2017-paris-umbria-marseille
The menu at the top will take you to other travels and photos.
If you want to go straight to the grafitti:
https://stovall.myportfolio.com/some-street-art-graffiti-of-fr-it
—Dennis Stovall

Harold Englet—Dec 4 at age 92
Harold and his late wife, Loraine, were
long-time residents of Grant Tower. He
served in World War II with the Merchant Marines. After the war, he worked
for Crown Zellerbach before spending
30 years as a cameraman for KOIN-TV.
During his retirement, he was a volunteer for the Oregon Symphony, Portland
Opera, and the Oregon Maritime Museum. For those of us who knew him, he’ll
be remembered for his cheery demeanor
and old-world charm.
Anne Boutwell—Dec 22 at age 85
Anne was one of the first 13 owners of
a Madison unit, which she purchased in
1980. She rented the unit for a number
of years and moved back permanently in
1999. She was a gifted artist known for
her landscapes, portraits and still lifes. A
number of her works are in the permanent collections of the Oregon Historical Society and the Portland Art Museum. More recently, she created religious
icons, which she gifted to family and
friends, including some AP residents.
—Barb Fagerstrom

Happy Returns for Beverage Containers
A hard-working group of volunteers has been collecting deposit beverage containers for four months now—with impressive results. According to Boyd Osgood, as of mid-February,
over 118 bags of bottles and cans (about 6,500 containers) had
been bagged and taken to Oregon Bottle Return centers. The
redemption proceeds totaled $600, all of which went to the Oregon Food Bank.
Thank you to those who have already donated to the cause.
If you wish to participate, look for the ROUND BLUE BIN
(clearly marked with a sign) in your garbage room. Please do
not crush the plastic bottles and cans or remove the labels. The
machines that process the containers need to read the Product Codes to be sure that they are eligible for return. It is OK
to leave the plastic lids on plastic containers. Glass containers
should not have any metal or plastic lids on them.
A reminder: On January 1st new categories of containers became eligible for deposit returns. These are teas, ciders (under
8.5% alcohol), and juice-based beverages. Some of these are not
required to have return labeling until 2019. You know they will
be recyclable if you are charged 10 cents when you purchase
them.
This effort is organized and managed as a public service by
Indivisible97201. Many thanks to the volunteers doing this important community work:
Grant—Tracey Corbett
Madison—Boyd Osgood
Lincoln—Susan Nunnery, Downer Johnson and Candy King
—Boyd Osgood and Elsa Porter
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A Postman, Pigs and Greyhounds
It’s a cold winter day, but dressed in US Postal Service regulation
blue shorts and flashing his usual beaming smile, Jeff Noles rolls
bins of mail into the Lincoln lobby to begin his daily deliveries to
the Plaza’s three buildings and their 500-plus residents.
He loves his job and APTCA loves him. Curious about what
sparks his perennial happy state, we captured him for a quick interview in Madison Tower at the end of a day’s run in early December.
A postman for 33 years, Jeff started on a residential route, but
tiring of the “bag on his back,” opted for the route he now has.
His postal territory is downtown, from First to 4th and Sheridan
to Market. What’s the delivery volume? About 2,000 pieces a day.
Why does he like to wear shorts? Well, long pants are hot and
heavy when wet, and can be a drag especially up and down stairs
at the offices he serves. How about a skirt then? Believe it or not,
the Post Office now offers male carriers an official kilt. Jeff prefers the shorts.
Jeff grew up on a farm outside of Estacada, and he’s lived in this
area for all of his 60 years. One of his jobs on the farm was taking
care of the pigs. His parents bought him a stainless steel syringe,
so with a little instruction from the family vet, he inoculated all
the farm animals. Intending to become a veterinarian, he attended Oregon State, but got side tracked into an early marriage that
ended amicably and left him permanently single.
He loves dogs, as our canine population can attest, so he decided to breed greyhounds for racing rather than caring for pigs.
Jeff likes greyhounds because they’re gentle and quiet. He spoke
of having as many as seventy at one time. (It’s good they’re gentle
and quiet!) He’s had seven as pets, although not all at one time. He
says raising dogs is like having lots of friends. His current greyhound friend is Oscar, a 10 year old, who is buddy to a new member of the household rescued recently from the pound, named
Ace in honor of the hole-in-one Jeff scored on the golf course the
day before. Ace is a mix of Doberman and Shar Pei. Jeff couldn’t
resist. Who could?
What does he like to do for fun on his days off? Play golf! Go
fishing! (He likes the North Fork Reservoir.) He owns an antique
wooden boat circa 1962 that loves the water as much as he does.
He likes golfing at Edgefield because he can hear the concerts
from the golf course—and the parking is better there.
Every year he grows a generous beard for his stint as Santa
Claus at the Christmas “Toy and Joy Makers” event, which he and
his family have long supported in Estacada, his old hometown.
Technology inevitably has changed his work life, as it has for
so many others. Sorting is now done by machines reading the bar
code on every piece of mail, although it still must be sorted by
building here. The heaviest chore is the packages, which must be
taken to the Concierge’s desk for the required delivery receipts.

Jeff as Santa

Photo by Elsa Porter

The other big high tech innovation, in place
for the last five years, is a GPS-based electronic scanner system that records his steps every half hour and keeps track of his pace and
whereabouts. Unaccounted time is subject to
review by a supervisor, many of them young
folks who have never walked a postal route.
But those remain mild complaints. He gets
up every day, glad to go to work and proud of
his reputation as ”the best man on the street.”
He often finds unexpected personal rewards,
such as running into his high school basketball coach, Bob Perkins, now living in Madison Tower. Our reward is receiving our mail
courtesy of a very nice man with a big smile
and a bright hello, who likes what he does.
He might also give you a quick tip about your
greyhound. Or your pig. Or a good fishing
hole. Thanks, Jeff!
—Elsa Porter and Mary Ann Wish
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Are We Ready for Our Survival?
Let’s assume that the experts are right—if a big earthquake strikes Portland, most of us who live at American
Plaza Towers will likely survive. What happens then?
We can’t know what our exact circumstances will be,
but there are some things we need to think about now.
Assume we will be on our own, at least for awhile.
Justin Ross of Multnomah County Office of Emergency
Management told a capacity crowd at an APTCA Safety
Town Hall last October that it is unlikely first responders will be able to get to us for days, even weeks. Bridges and roads could be down. Communications might
be knocked out. There might not be any power. That’s
why it is so important to make plans for ourselves, our
families, our close neighbors, and our tower community.
APTCA Building Coordinators and Floor Captains
are mobilizing on our behalf. Volunteers from each
building are busy organizing emergency preparedness
plans.
Floor captains are still being recruited for each tower.
If you’d like to volunteer as a floor captain or to act as a
back-up captain, please contact one of your Tower’s Coordinators referenced at the bottom of this article.
The APTCA Emergency Preparedness Committee is
doing its homework. Volunteers recently visited the Eliot Tower near Portland State to compare notes on disaster planning. They learned lots of useful tips from the
Eliot residents, who have been working on their plan for
several years.
Volunteers are attending planning sessions and getting acquainted with people on their floors. The committee is working with American Plaza building engineers and maintenance staff to make sure a core of
volunteers can handle the mechanical aspects when
staff are absent, including:
• How to shut off the gas, water and electricity
• What to do in case of water leak
• Elevator emergency procedures
• How to open the garage doors
• How to deal with waste if toilets are not working.
There’s lots of information available on what should go
into your kits. Check out:
http://www.preporegon.org/PDFs/PREP-ChecklistsGO-and-STAY-Kits.pdf
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Stay tuned for an upcoming event:
“How to Assemble Your Preparedness Kit and Go Bag”
— A demonstration
Time and location to be announced.
The City has set up Basic Earthquake Emergency Communication Nodes or BEECNs as a place to go after
a major earthquake to ask for emergency assistance if
phone service is down, or report severe damage or injury. The closest BEECN site to the Towers is at Lair
Hill Park, SW 2nd Avenue and SW Porter Street. Depending on the extent of damage to streets around us,
it may be difficult to get across I-405, so it’s best to be
prepared if we are unable to get to the BEECN site. You
can search online for BEECN for other Portland area
emergency locations.
Any Tower resident who is a CB or HAM radio operator, please let your Tower Coordinators know.
APTCA Emergency Preparedness Committee members and Volunteers are working to improve communication with residents.
Be sure to check the notices in the elevators for upcoming meetings, events and general emergency preparedness information.
If you missed the Safety Town Hall with Justin Ross,
you can watch it here:
https://youtu.be/sjD8H57CSJU
—Sandy Poole Keiter

Tower Coordinators:
Grant
Phil Gilbertson: philgilbertson1@gmail.com,
971.888.4659
Marian deBardelaben: mldebar@comcast.net,
503.970.8526
Madison
Bryan Stevens: fisher.manbryan@yahoo. com,
503.449.8034
Steve Larson: stevel9817@aol.com, 503.954.1658
Lincoln
Kathy Sharp: kathy-sharp@comcast.net, 503.222.6602

Leak Detection Town Hall: Off and Running
An informational Town Hall meeting was held on January 11th to inform residents about the benefits of installing leak detection systems. APTCA Director Ron Fowler hosted the meeting. He explained that his advocacy for
leak detection is a result of two flooding events in his unit that were caused by human error in other units. In one
case, over $50,000 of damages occurred in his newly remodeled unit (a total of six units were damaged). The repairs took 8 weeks, during which time he, his wife and cat were forced to temporary quarters in the nearby Residence Inn.
The meeting was timely, now that the recent re-piping of Lincoln and Grant Towers has been completed.
Many folks mistakenly think the re-piping will end the long history of water leaks in the towers. Unfortunately, this is NOT the case. The leak history data presented confirmed what insurance companies already know. Most
leaks are caused by appliances, water overflows from sinks and toilets, and
human actions. THE NEW PIPES WON’T STOP THE LEAKS!
The good news is that the re-piping project did install leak-detectionready water shut-off valves in all Lincoln and Grant units (these valves can
be added for Madison owners). Automatic valve actuators can be attached
to these valves without any further plumbing. Ron explained that automatic valves can be turned off within 5 seconds of a leak. This is the key to preventing most costly floods. The automatic valves are connected without wires to multiple sensors placed wherever leaks are likely to occur. So if a
washer overflows when you are not at home or sleeping, disaster is avoided. Some insurance companies are now
offering discounts or credits for leak detection installations.
There are two ways to get a leak detection system installed. The preferred
way for most is to use a local contractor who will do the whole job within a
few hours and also provide continuing services if required. Greg Neurohr,
Director of Operations for NW WaterStop, presented a detailed explanation
of their installation services, including discounts for APTCA residents, which
will make the typical all-inclusive cost just over $1,000. There was an active
discussion and audience questions were answered.
Finally, Ron presented a description of his self-installed system, with many
“smart-home” features controlled using his iPhone. He cautioned that these
installations are only for folks who are technically inclined—or as he put it, for “Geeks.”
The audience response has been quite encouraging. As of this writing (February 5), NW
WaterStop reports:
• 10 full systems have been completed in the Grant and Lincoln
• Two more were scheduled for Grant and one more for Madison the week of Feb 5
• They have found two Floodstop valves that were seized open
• Every owner with a WaterCop system has mentioned that they hope the owner above
installs a system also.
The fact that two of the 10 installations had Floodstop valve failures is not totally unexpected and quite alarming.
There are also 6 known self-installed systems adding up to a total of 19. We are off to a
good start. Let’s hope the positive reports from owners will produce many more.
—Ron Fowler
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Three Hidden Gems
Wells Fargo Museum / Free
1300 SW 5th Ave
Mon-Fri: 10:00 am to 5:00 pm.
Closed Sat & Sun.
This well curated museum not only boasts a huge, fully
restored stagecoach, but also contains exhibits that reveal a surprisingly fascinating history of the Wells Fargo Company and how it seized the opportunity of the
California gold rush to expand the business of moving
people, goods and money to the West Coast. One exhibit describes train and stagecoach robberies, some of
the robbers (like the Poet Bandit), and what the company did to try to deter and catch the bad guys. Another exhibit has a working telegraph machine and
describes the origin, use and expansion of that technology. There is a particular focus on the company’s role
in bringing goods and services that benefitted Oregon,
and interestingly, they also document Wells Fargo’s
positive and mutually beneficial relationship with the
Chinese community in Portland and John Day.
Even though it can’t compete with OMSI, there are
also many hands-on exhibits that should appeal to children. (Don’t forget to ask the docent for a souvenir
“gold” coin for the kids!) Plan to spend about an hour
here.
The Min Zidell Healing Garden/ Free
049 SW Porter Street
Mon-Fri: 8:00am to 5:30pm. Sat: 9:00am to
5:00pm
Only open during natural medicine school hours.
Although perhaps best seen in the spring and summer when in bloom, this charming urban garden is well
worth a visit. The garden was funded and dedicated to
their mother, Min Zidell, by the Zidell children on the
occasion of her 87th birthday in 2010. Located on the
grounds of the National University of Natural Medicine (NUNM), the garden’s focus is on teaching and
the healing arts, so you’ll find medicinal herbs, ornamental plants, and a walking labyrinth with a stone
mosaic at its center. There is also a beautiful bronze
statue of a 6th century Chinese medicine physician
and a teahouse (bring your own!)
The garden is a bit tricky to find, but is definitely
within walking distance to the Towers: Walk south on
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1st Avenue and then turn left at Hooker St. and take
the pedestrian bridge. At the end of the bridge, take an
immediate right and walk across the NUNM parking
lot to Porter St. Cross Porter and you’ll find metal steps
leading up to the garden, which is set directly west of
another NUNM building. (Note: It’s also a bit interesting to walk through the big old brick building that
houses NUNM.)
Portland Police Museum / Free
1111 SW 2nd Ave
Tues-Fri: 10:00 am to 3:00 pm
The small, but incredibly interesting, Portland Police
Museum is easy to miss but a fun find for those willing
to look. At first glance, the museum space, located to
the right just inside the policy department lobby, appears too small to capture one’s attention for very long.
But allow for at least a half hour to explore such things
as the rogues’ gallery photo book for the early 1900s
and the first traffic light ever installed in Portland.
As you cruise the exhibits you will notice a genuine Oregon Boot (so cruel it was banned), antique billy
clubs, even a tommy gun from the roaring 20s. However, it was the photographs that caught our attention. There was a time in Portland when the police
chief hired his closest and toughest friends—and this
is apparent in the various photo galleries. These pictures, some dating back to 1870, reveal the true Wild
West aspect of Portland law enforcement. We’ll let you
learn for yourself about “The Murder on the 4th Street
Bridge.”
It’s all there, even items from the mounted police
and K-9s. The prohibition records were great fun and,
of course, the old uniforms. There is even a complete
police motorcycle sidecar tucked in near the first radio
dispatch cord board.
Admission is free, although a donation is always welcomed. There is a person on site to answer any questions, a very small gift shop, and police marching band
and civic service memorabilia.
—Carole Reddick

Restaurant Reviews
LA PROVENCE BOULANGERIE & PATISSERIE
While on a shopping trip, my companion and I decided to give this a place a try, based on the interesting-sounding food. My companion had a salmon/lentil salad. I had a burger. Both were very different, and
I really enjoyed my burger. For dessert I had a lemon
tart that was a perfect blend of tart and sweet. The selection of desserts almost rivals Papa Haydn’s. There
is also a huge selection of breads and wines available.
The Lake Oswego restaurant has both inside and outside seating.
Address: See the website for the six different locations
in the greater Portland area.
Hours: Mon—Sat 7am to 9pm. Sun 7am to 10pm.
EDELWEISS SAUSAGE & DELICATESSEN /
Follow-up
Did you see that Edelweiss was featured on Food Network’s “Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives” on June 2, 2017?
The verdict: “Out of bounds” (aka “wonderful”). I felt
that way when I went there as well.
Address: 3119 SE 12th Ave (corner S.E. Powell & 12th)
Phone: 503.238.4411
Hours: Mon—Sat 9am to 6pm
Directions: Take either the 9 bus or the 17 bus going
East to S.E. 12th & Powell. The deli is straight ahead of
you as you get off the bus. To return, walk to the corner of Milwaukee and SE 12th.
NICOLETTA & BEPPE’S
If you want a spaghetti and meatball Italian restaurant,
I can recommend this one. Try the spaghetti with Nicoletta’s red sauce; it is one of the best I have had in
Portland. The service is very good. There is a large selection of wines available. I give it a 4 out of 5.
Address: 1230 NW Hoyt Street
Phone: 503.208.2992
Hours: Tues, Wed & Thurs 11am to 9pm. Fri & Sat
11am to 10pm. Sun 4 to 9pm. Closed on Mondays.
Directions: Take the streetcar to Glisan and walk north
to Hoyt, then west. It is between 12th & 13th.

menu is on a large blackboard at the order counter.
The portions are enormous. I ordered the $12 pulledpork, which was served with about 1½ cups of pork, 2
cups of coconut rice, 1 cup of red beans, and 2 cups of
salad. They warn that the sauces are spicy-hot; believe
them. With portions this large, it obviously appeals to
the college crowd. I personally will not return. Note:
They are not open for dinner.
Address: 1503 SW Broadway
Phone: 503.421.5599
Hours: Mon—Fri 11am to 4pm
AQUARIVA
The first impression of Aquariva is “Oh, what a beautiful river view,” followed immediately by “It is blessedly
quiet with no loud music. We can talk to each other.”
The food lives up to the setting, with some exceptions.
The cauliflower quinoa cakes were exceptional, as was
the beet salad. The grilled lamb was done to perfection. The steak was rather tough but seasoned perfectly. The pork was not cooked to the degree asked for
and was bland. The bread was an intriguing mixture
of sweet and salty. The prices for wine were especially
high. One disappointment was the small and unimaginative dessert menu. Note: The menu shown on some
web sites is not necessarily the menu being served.
Address: 0470 SW Hamilton Ct
Phone: 503.802.5850
Hours: Mon—Fri 7am to 2pm and 5 to 9pm. Sat: 8am
to 2pm and 5 to 9pm. Sun: 8am to 2:30pm and 5 to
9pm.
Directions: Walk to 200 block SW Harrison and board
bus 35 to SW Macadam and Hamilton. Walk east on
Hamilton Ct; the street ends at the restaurant. OR:
Take the NS streetcar to SW Lowell & Bond. Walk
back to Moody and head south to Bancroft St. Cross
Bancroft and continue on the walkway along the railroad tracks for approximately 4 to 5 blocks.
—Francia White

LOVE BELIZEAN
Owner Tiffany Love has gone from a food cart to
brick and mortar. Her cart had been cited as one of
The Oregonian’s top ten carts of 2013. It was obvious
that she still has a big following, as there was a long
line to order and people were waiting for tables. The
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Tower Residents Jump into Fight Over RiverPlace Development
“It’s not about the views out our windows,” says Phil Gilbertson, of Grant Tower. “It’s about how we want to develop
our downtown riverfront for our city.”
Gilbertson and a newly organized South Downtown
Neighborhood Development Coalition made up of about
100 residents (many from APTC) are holding the city’s feet
to the fire as it decides whether to change zoning rules to
allow high rises to be built in the RiverPlace neighborhood.
The proposal includes eight new residential buildings,
which would replace the old RiverPlace Athletic Club and
several surrounding low-rise buildings on the eight-acre
site. If the city council approves the changes to the City
Center 2035 Plan, at least one of the buildings could be as
high as 400 ft. Current height limits range from 75 ft. to
200 ft. Mayor Ted Wheeler supports the project, since developers promise to include some affordable housing units.
The City Center 2035 Plan is intended to help guide
growth for the next 20 years. It includes language about
concentrating residential density in the downtown area,
and set building height guidelines to maintain a step-down
to the river, restricting building heights to protect public
views and prevent what’s called a walling-off effect. There
have been numerous revisions to the plan, and in the case of
RiverPlace, some are accusing city planners of “spot zoning,” or changing the rules to suit a particular development.
“Bob Gelpke, Tom Ray and I really got involved in this
when we started looking into zoning changes along First
Avenue,” says Gilbertson. “Then all of a sudden we read in
Willamette Week about this massive project being planned
for RiverPlace, so we started digging in and learned that
they were talking about adding thousands of new units in
an area with very few services.”

Site for proposed RiverPlace development
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The South Downtown Neighborhood Development
Coalition has written letters to the city, met with developers and other stakeholders, and testified before the Portland
City Council. APTCA resident Joan Kvitka took issue with
Mayor Wheeler’s attitudes about protecting neighborhoods
by increasing density downtown.
“Downtown IS a neighborhood for thousands of people
who share the same concerns regarding proportionate livability through design and density,” Kvitka said in her testimony. “We feel overshadowed by investors and developers
who seek to define what will become ”iconic” in Portland’s
near and historic future. We oppose diminishing the nature
of our waterfront forever.” APTCA resident Amber Bowell also testified, along with several other residents from
APTCA, Harrison Towers and RiverPlace Condos.
The city maintains that the proposed RiverPlace development is really just an extension of South Waterfront,
where there are already numerous high rises. South Downtown residents disagree, arguing that RiverPlace is a small
neighborhood right next to a marina and heavily used
Waterfront Park, steps from downtown.
“We are not anti-growth,” says Gilbertson. “The question is really how do we want our waterfront to look in the
next 50 years? Once you build these high rises close to the
river, there will be others. This is really an effort to get us
talking.”
—Sandy Poole Keiter

Photo by Sandy Poole Keiter

Tower Tales of Yore

A Special Guest

“The Mystery of the Madison Tower Poster”
As reported in the January 2005 Issue of Tower Talk
As the final construction touches were underway on Madison Tower
in 1981, a local advertising agency named Cole and Weber was hired
to plan the dedication ceremony. The event was held on a rainy May
evening. There were speeches, acknowledgements, thank yous, appetizers, and champagne toasts. And every guest left with a commemorative poster signed by the illustrator, Stephen Leflar, who was also in
attendance.
Leflar was commissioned by Cole and Weber to create a poster that
would celebrate the kind of lifestyle available to individuals fortunate
enough to live at Madison Tower. To Stephen, that meant proximity to fine dining (as illustrated in the poster by a bottle of wine and
glass), business and civic activities (newspapers and the “Rose City”
rose) and cultural events (opera glasses and tickets).
The poster depicts a distorted map of the United States, suggesting that all things important, fun, exciting, and enriching stop beyond
Portland’s boundaries and, more specifically, beyond the walls of Madison Tower. In fact, the whimsical approach to depicting life at Madison Tower is a take off on a famous New Yorker Magazine illustrator.
The poster was printed in limited quantity. Florence Varekamp,
who was a neighbor of Leflar’s in a near-by neighborhood before moving into Grant, received a signed original of the poster, as did Elizabeth Sivers, Marge Allen and Elliot Jenkins, whose address is printed
on the piece of mail depicted on the poster.
In the 2005 article,
John and Riet Kapteyn,
Marge Allen, Liz Sivers, Florence Varekamp
and Chiane Kathrens
were thanked for sharing information about
the poster, which was a
mystery to many residents.
The poster is on the
wall opposite the mailboxes. Check it out the
next time you’re in the
Madison Lobby.
—Excerpted from the 2005
article, author unknown

Jennifer Williamson, majority leader of
the Oregon House and our State Representative, spoke and took questions from
a standing-room only crowd in Sivers
Lounge January 23rd. The event was sponsored by the Indivisible97201 group. As a
thank you, Madison resident Judy Buffo
presented her with one of her fused-glass
plate creations.

Is it Spring or Winter?

It’s hard to tell from this photo taken by
Grant resident Joanne Jenne February
20th. Whatever the season—it’s beautiful!
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Kids Corner
This column shines the spotlight on our Plaza Kids!

You can expect to find news here about the quarterly Play Dates, special child-focused events in our community, and recommendations for kid-friendly restaurants. Play Dates offer kids, parents, and neighbors fun
activities in a playful setting. Residents of all ages are
welcome to participate. Help children with their art
projects, or just sit and watch the creative play. The
goal is to unite the generations!
Our “Community of Kiddos” had a busy winter and
we are excited about welcoming Spring. We hope to
see a lot of you during the warmer weather, when we’ll
have our Play Dates outdoors.
Here is what we have been up to:

full bar with interesting cocktails; they boast that they
are the largest non-gallery art space in the city—and
it’s neat that they support local artists by selling their
art and giving them 100% of the proceeds.
And I’ve saved the best for last: They have an entire
play section dedicated to the kids!
This is from Jam’s website: “Kids rule—at Jam, at
least. We have a play area for your kids to enjoy while
you enjoy that mimosa. At Jam, wandering children
won’t be threatened with caffeine or puppies.” It can’t
get much better than that.
Cons: Avoid the weekends if you have little ones; the
wait can be an hour or more.
If you are looking for a quiet place, this is not it. The
music can be loud and it is usually very busy.
If you’re a Plaza family with children and wouldn’t
mind being featured in this section of Tower Talk,
please email me at amber.bowell@gmail.com
Activities for March/April around our community:

February Valentine-themed Play Date, where we decorated
heart shaped cookies and made valentines.

Oregon Pacific Railroad train rides every Saturday
starts on March 3. Visit www.portlandtrainrides.com
for more info.
Chinese New Year Celebration at Lan Su Chinese
Garden NW on March 4 from 10-4 pm.
Check out the films in March and April through
NW Film Center’s at Whitsell Auditorium. Mary Poppins and Microcosmos are just a couple that will be
playing.
All-you-can-make-art bar SE PDX on April 28 from
2–4pm. Has rows and rows of art supplies.
—Amber Bowell

The next Play Date will be an Easter egg hunt in late
March. Watch bulletin boards and elevator postings for
details. All materials are provided for these events and
there is no cost to attend.
Featured “Kid-Friendly” Restaurant

Jam on Hawthorne
2239 SE Hawthorne Blvd
Looking for a brunch place to satisfy your vegetarian/
vegan/carnivore guests and be equally exciting for your
little ones? This is your place!
Pros: Affordable and large portions; they have hash
browns instead of potato wedges; they make their own
yummy jam and biscuits; they try to locally source
their ingredients; it has a neighborhood cafe vibe and a
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Alyssa, Milo, Maeve, Jerold

Vera and Quinn

Have you seen Chaps?
In the world around us, there are many amazing and
fascinating sights, sounds, places, people, and animals.
In our immediate surroundings, there is Chaps, the feral cat whose regular home is the patio of Dr. YuLong
Moy, resident of a Madison garden unit. His mom was
thrown away by someone in a car on First Avenue,
and was cared for by patio owner Bob Tayler until his
death. But Momma Kitty, tiny as she was, was pregnant again. And she gave birth out in the world and
came to the notice of YuLong, who was volunteering at the Feral Cat Coalition in Portland. By the time
YuLong began to entice the family to her patio to feed
them (with the purpose of getting them spayed and
neutered) and eventually capture them, Momma Kitty
was pregnant AGAIN! And Momma Kitty hid them
in a hanging planter to keep them safe. Eventually,
YuLong was able to capture all five survivors, get them
sterilized, and protected with all their immunizations.
Since that time, the ferals have become a rather interesting set of participants in our community. Especially adept at being noticed is Chaps—a gray kitty
whose back legs are white in the shape of riding chaps.
He has been seen alone and with his gray, fluffy family
sunning around Madison and Grant.
Chaps regularly visits at a garden unit in Lincoln,
taking on raccoons when they are on site. Chaps and
the rest of the family pretty much surveil the perimeter of American Plaza, and on occasion are seen on
the 2nd Ave Promenade. Mice and rats are fair game
for the ferals, but they do not eat them, probably because slow rats may be eating the poison bait around
the campus.

Chaps has also been sighted in many of the garden
units, taking stock of the mice. As to the birds, YuLong
has been a good trainer of the feral family, and so far,
we have seen no evidence of birds being killed. The
Hartshorns once witnessed Chaps taking on a small
(juvenile) raccoon on their patio, with the result that
the raccoon swiftly departed. (Raccoons love sugar, so
anyone with a hummingbird feeder might witness one
or more raccoons trying to get at the feeders.)
Because YuLong provides water and food to the ferals, as well as a condo that is warmed in the most dire
temperatures, these cats are well cared for, and they
provide a great deal of entertainment to garden unit
owners, as well as strollers around the campus.
—Lynne Hartshorn

Ireneo, Gugi, and Sonia
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YOUNG. AGAIN.

Effective Exercise for your B ody
at Eve ry Age
FREE 1½ hr Consultation
Free Session & Free Pa rking

Portland Center Plaza:
1975 SW F irst Ave. Ste E PDX
503.501.5249 www.ReInv en tSTC.com
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Hi, I’m Stuart and I’m a Certified
Condominium Specialist. As a
Broker & Owner of Highrises
Realty, I’ve helped scores of
people both buy and sell at the
American Plaza Towers. You will
find me open, honest, and easy
to work with. Very happy to
provide references. Please reach
out anytime.
Besides being a Condo Specialist, I also have a Master of Science
in Education. I was an Assistant Professor at universities in Poland,
France, South Korea, Thailand, Japan, and the United States. My
teaching career taught me negotiation, conflict resolution, creative
problem solving, and open-minded communication. You’ll find that I
am open and easy to work with. Just ask your neighbors!
Stuart Stevens, Broker & Owner | Highrises Realty of Portland
Redfin 5-Star Partner Agent | Zillow 5-Star Premier Agent
503.858.4089 | stuart@highrises.com
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American Plaza Specialists for 15 Years
Good News!
The Pipe Project is Finished and Spring is Almost Here!
As of March 2 nd , there are 8 Condos that have Pending Sales and only
4 Condos Currently For Sale at the American Plaza
Therefore the Inventory is Low, but Offers are Being Made!
More Variety to Choose from means more Buyers will Visit the Plaza…
If you would like information specific to your Condo and the Market, please contact Plaza Realty for
Information. From Staging, Repairs, Open Houses, Communication with Property Management and
Understanding all Aspects of the Plaza and its Many Benefits, we have Unparalleled Experience!

Jan Huffstutter, Principal Broker
503.515.3344 | janhuffstutter@comast.net

www.americanplazatowers.com

General Contractor

PAPPENHEIM INC.
Design Services Available




Remodeling
Maintenance & Repairs

Custom Cabinetry



SAVE UP TO $1,000
ACT NOW!

Tile & Stone

Painting
Flooring


20 plus years experience at
American Plaza Condominiums
References available upon request
Call for a free estimate
Barry Pappenheim 503-680-4362
Ryan Verbout
503-680-4068
pappenheiminc@hotmail.com

Save 25 – 50% off your heating bill with a Ductless Heat
Pump
Call now for a free estimate and let the savings and
comfort begin.
Financing available. No monthly interest for 18 months.
We also service Ductless Heat Pump systems!
Bruton Comfort Control has been serving the residents
of American Plaza for 28 years “We know what works”

ORCCB #189403
.

Call Us Today 503-626-7477
CCB #65296
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